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Fig. S1 $^1$H NMR spectra of 10%-SPVA (a), 14%-SPVA (b), 20%-SPVA (c), and 24%-SPVA (d) in D$_2$O.

Fig. S2 Water content of the LPEI/18%-SPVA$_1$ hydrogel as a function of immersion time in water.
Fig. S3 Stress-strain curves of the LPEI_{1/18\%}-SPVA_{1} hydrogels/composites with different water content.

Fig. S4 XRD patterns of PVA and LPEI_{1/18\%}-SPVA_{1} hydrogels.
Fig. S5 Stress-strain curve of LPEI$_1$/24%-SPVA$_1$ hydrogels.